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1. Introduction. 

Over the last decade there has been considerable success in understanding 
the construction of certain harmonic 2-tori in symmetric spaces (in par- 
ticular, the non-superminimal tori in CPn and Sn) using the methods of 
integrable systems theory. For example, if cp : M —* S2 is a non-conformal 
harmonic torus one knows that p is determined by its (real hyperelliptic) 
spectral curve X equipped with a degree two function A. There are al- 
ready several ways of describing the relationship between the map tp and its 
spectral data (X, A): see, for example, [2, 7, 12, 10]. But we lack a direct, 
geometric picture of how (p arises from the algebraic geometry of X. What 
I want to present here is such a picture, based on a remarkable property of 
certain generalised Jaeobi varieties. Moreover, it is quite straightforward to 
extend this picture to produce harmonic (indeed, pluri-harmonic) maps into 
Grassmannians and PC/n+i (i-e- J7n+i/centre) and all of these will be maps 
of 'finite type' in the sense of [3]. Prom this picture one also sees that some 
of these harmonic tori are purely algebraic and these present an interesting 
class for further study. 

To summarise, keeping with the example of non-conformal tori in 52, let 
us suppose for simplicity that X is non-singular with Jaeobi variety J. One 
of the necessary properties of the pair (X, A) is that A is unbranched over 
A = 1: let Oi,02 be the two points on X with this value. Take X/ to be 
the singularisation of X obtained by identifying Oi with O2 to obtain an 
ordinary double point and let J' denote its generalised Jaeobi variety. This 
is the moduli space of degree zero line bundles over X7: it is a non-trivial 
group extension of J by the multiplicative complex numbers Cx. One may 
think of a line bundle over X7 as a line bundle over X with an identification 
between the fibres over Oi and O2 and it is this identification which is 
encoded by the fibres of J* -* J. I claim that the harmonic map ip factors 
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through J' i.e. <p = if) 07 where 

Moreover, the map xj; is a rational map: it is the ratio of two sections of 
the pullback to J7 of the 0-line bundle over J. This pullback has an infinite 
dimensional space of sections but there is a natural spanning set indexed 
by Z. The sections we want have index 0 and 1. The map 7 is simply 
a homomorphism of real groups: we think of M as R2 modulo a lattice, 
while J' has a real structure inherited from the real structure on X. The 
subgroup of real points J^ C J' is a compact real torus of dimension g + 1 
for g = genus {X). Indeed, if z = x + iy denotes the standard complex 
coordinate on R2, then 7 is completely determined by the property that 
dj/dz is tangent to an Abel map image of X, in J'. Although if; is only 
rational it is well-defined on the real slice J^ of J7 in which 7 takes its image, 
hence ifi o 7 is globally defined. Moreover, as we translate 7(M) around J^ 
we obtain new harmonic maps: this is a well-known property of maps of 
finite type. In fact we will see that a translation along the fibres of J^ —► JR 

merely changes the the image of tp by an isometry. 
The mechanism which underlies this construction is a beautiful fact 

about this generalised Jacobian. Given a line bundle £ over X of degree 
g + 1 for which C(—Oi — O2) is non-special one has, over a Zariski open 
subset of J, a rank two vector bundle E whose fibre over L e J is r(£ ® L), 
the space of globally holomorphic sections of C ® L. In our case this open 
set contains the real subgroup JR C J and, locally, it is sections of TPE 
(the projective bundle) over JR which provide the harmonic map (see [10]). 
However, when one tries to extend these sections globally one encounters 
non-trivial holonomy around the periods of J. It turns out that J/ can 
be realised as a subbundle of the bundle of projective frames of E. The 
holonomy of these sections of E takes values in the non-trival Cx-bundle 
TT : J/ —► J. But TT* J7 has a tautological section and this section is algebraic, 
hence the bundle of projective frames of 7r*E is algebraically trivialisable. 
Therefore the harmonic tori factor naturally through J7. 

Of course, to prove all this we need to have a working knowledge of gen- 
eralised Jacobi varieties. Since I do not assume many differential geometers 
will be familiar with this the first two sections explain as much as we need 
to prove that J/ is a natural subbundle of FFr(E), the bundle of projective 
frames of E (indeed this is done for the whole Picard group Pic(Xr)). It 
follows that Pi?r(7r*jB) —» Ji has a canonical trivialisation. This is neces- 
sary to turn sections of Grk{^E) (the bundle of fc-planes) and lPFr(7r*E) 
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into maps from Jf into Gr^n+i and PG7n+i. I also describe the appropriate 
Hermitian structure on fibres of 7r*J5: this is necessary to be able to discuss 
real maps into the symmetric spaces Gr^n+i and Pt/n+i • 

It is section 3 which shows that, for the right choice of sections restricted 
to the right choice of real two dimensional subgroup 7(R2) C J7, one obtains 
harmonic maps. The most demanding part of the paper is to understand 
what constitutes 'the right choice'. Section 3 simply presents these choices 
as a fait accompli, but the motivation is as follows. 

For simplicity let us return to the example of maps tp : E2 —► S2 ~ CP1. 
It is well-known (see [16]) that the harmonic maps are characterized by 
possessing a horizontal holomorphic lift into a loop group: we can represent 
this by the extended frame F\, which maps R2 into C^C^GZ^) (recall 
that <p is recovered by taking the complex line generated by the first column 
of F\(z) evaluated at A = 1). We can think of the columns of F\ as being 
smooth maps of M2 into the space H of holomorphic sections of the trivial 
bundle P^\{0, oo} x C2. When tp is doubly periodic it was shown in [10] that 
7i is a rank 1 module over a commutative matrix algebra of symmetries of 
F^dFx (these are the polynomial Killing fields introduced by [3]). This 
algebra gives us the double cover A : X —> P^ and allows us to identify 
W with the space of holomorphic sections of a holomorphic line bundle C 
over X\A~'1({07oo}). The columns of F\(z) correspond to sections of C. 
However, to extend these sections globally over X we must make £ move 
with z. The motion can be explicitly determined from a 1-cocycle on X 
determined by the behaviour of F^ldF\/dz about A = 0, oo. One shows that 
£(z) moves linearly along J and tangent to an Abel image of X in J, in the 
manner described earlier. This gives us the right choice of subgroup 7(M2) C 
J7. The complex line generated by the first column of F\(z) corresponds to 
a line in r(C(z)) c^ C2 determined purely by a divisor on X supported over 
A = oo. The space Fr(C(z)) is the fibre of Gri^E) over C{z) and we see 
that the right choice of section of this bundle is determined by a divisor on 
X over A = oo. 

The same principle is known to apply to all the (non-isotropic) harmonic 
tori in CPn [10, 11]. In section 3 I have adapted this principle to the con- 
struction of harmonic maps into Gr^n+i and PC/n+i- The first steps are 
to describe the divisor over A = 0, oo, which picks out the right section of 
Grk{7r*E) (and later, Pi7(7r*£)), and to describe the right direction to move 
along J'. Then F\ is constructed and shown to frame a (pluri)-harmonic 
map. I fully expect that this construction gives all harmonic tori of semisim- 
ple finite type, in much the same way that one argues for CPn [10]. However, 
there is as yet no good description of the necessary and sufficient conditions 
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for a torus in a symmetric space of rank greater than one to be of semisimple 
finite type, although some results have been obtained for Grfc?n+i in [15]. 

The fourth section introduces the pullback of the 0-line bundle to J' 
and shows that sections of this bundle provide maps J' —► Gr^n+i (or 
PC/n+i) which coincide with our harmonic maps on the appropriate subgroup 
7(M2) C J7. We now see that the harmonic map will be an algebraic object 
whenever this subgroup 7(R2) is algebraic i.e. whenever it is the real slice 
of an algebraic subgroup of complex dimension two. I call these algebraic 
harmonic maps, although one must not be mislead: the (real) harmonic 
surface in Gr^n+i will not necessarily be real algebraic (since the map J7 —> 
Gr won't in general be real) but it will be contained in a complex algebraic 
surface. It is easiest to discuss the case of maps into CPn and here I show 
that if 7(M2) is algebraic it is necessarily a two torus. Examples do exist: 
all S1 x S^equivariant harmonic tori in CPn are algebraic (and have the 
Riemann sphere as their spectral curve); the Gauss maps of the Delaunay 
surfaces are algebraic. But it remains an open and interesting question to 
find other examples. 

Acknowledgements. This paper was written while the author was vis- 
iting the Center for Geometry, Analysis, Numerics and Graphics, Dept. of 
Mathematics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 

1.1. Spectral data. 

Throughout this article we will work with spectral data (X, A, £) where X 
is a compact Riemann surface equipped with a rational function A of degree 
n + 1 and a line bundle £ over X of degree g + n where g is the genus 
of X. The aim is that from this data one obtains harmonic maps into 
Grfc,n+i or Pt/n+i: certain extra properties of this data distinguish which 
target is obtained and whether or not the map is conformal. But in all 
cases X must be equipped with real involution p for which A o p = A-1, 
A must have no branch points on the unit circle and p must fix all points 
over the pre-image of the this. It follows that the ramification divisor R can 
be written as R+ + p*R+i where R+ is the divisor of ramification points 
lying over |A| < 1. Further, we insist that £ satisfy a reality condition, 
namely, that the degree zero line bundle L = £(—#+) lie in the connected 
component of the identity, JR, of the real subgroup {L £ J : p*L = L"1} of 
the Jacobian J of X. Under these conditions one knows (cf. [10, 11]) that 
dimr(£) = n + 1 and £ has no non-zero global sections vanishing at all 
the n + 1 distinct points Oi,... , On+i over A = 1.  Moreover we can use 
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the trace map Tr : T(Ox(R)) —> r(Opi) to equip each space T(C) with a 
Hermitian inner product. To fix this inner product we require, first, a global 
section a so that r(>C) can be realised as a divisor line bundle C?x(-D)j and 
second, an isomorphism / of Ox(D + p*D) with Ox{R) for which p*f = / 
(we think of / as a rational function with divisor D + p*D — R and it can 
be chosen to be positive over the unit circle |A| = 1, see [11]). Then the 
Hermitian inner product on r(£) is given by 

(I i) n+1   

Notice that if we change a then we must change / too and as result we see 
that this Hermitian inner product is unique up to a real scaling (the scale 
off). 

We will use J to denote the Jacobi variety of X and J' to denote the 
generalised Jacobi variety for the singularisation Xf of X obtained by iden- 
tifying all the points Oj together to obtain a single node O € X1. Thus J' 
is the Jacobian for the modulus o = Ox + ... + On+i, in the terminology of 
Rosenlicht (see [13]). The next section describes the relevant properties of 
J7. 

Notation. If E is a holomorphic vector bundle over a variety M and 
P G M then Ep will mean the stalk of the corresponding sheaf of locally 
holomorphic sections about P while E\P will mean the fibre of E over P 
(and similar notation for restriction to subvarieties of M). 

2. The generalised Jacobi variety. 

The aim in this section is to realise the generalised Jacobian J' of X' as 
a subbundle of the projective bundle of frames of a particular rank n + 1 
vector bundle over J. 

Recall (from e.g. [13]) that J7 is, by definition, the group of (isomorphism 
classes of) holomorphic line bundles of degree zero over X'. Equally, it is the 
the group of equivalence classes of degree zero divisors on X' — {0} modulo 
the divisor o. Two such divisors JDI, D2 are equivalent modulo 0 if Di — D2 
is the divisor of a rational function / e C(X) which takes the same non-zero 
value at each point Oj. We will denote the divisor class of D mod 0 by [D]0 

and the divisor of any rational function / by (/). 
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Since this is a refinement of the divisor classes on X the normalisation 
X —> X' induces, by pullback, the extension 

(2.1) i^H0->Jf^J->l 

where H0 = {[-D]o • D is the divisor of a rational function on X}. For our 
purposes it is more useful to describe H0 as follows. Let U0 be the multi- 
plicative group of rational functions on X which have no poles or zeroes on 
o and let UQ denote the subgroup of those which are obtained by pullback 
from Xf (all such functions have f(Oj) = /(Oi) for each point Oj). Then 
UQ/UQ is isomorphic to Ho'- the identification gives to each / e U0 its divisor 
class mod o. This allows a local description of the fibres of Jf over J. For 
each L € J let Lo be the space of locally regular sections of L about the 
support of o and let L * be the subset of those which do not vanish at any 
Oj. Then UQ acts by multiplication on L* and 

(2.2) J'\L~L*/Uo. 

This equally well describes the fibres of the Picard variety extension TT : 
Pic{X') —► Pic(X) where these are the groups of line bundles of any degree. 
From another point of view, the fibre over L E Pic(X) consists of all n-tuples 
(52? • • • ?Pn+i) of linear bijections gj : L\Oj —> L\Oi. 

Now we want to realise Pi^X') as a subbundle of a natural frame bundle 
over Pic{X). Let £ —» X x Pic(X) be a Poincare line bundle i.e. a line 
bundle with the property £\X x {L} ~ L. Recall (from e.g. [1]) that £ is not 
unique: if T -+ Pic(X) is any line bundle and ^ • X x Pic(X) —► Pic(X) 
is projection on the second factor then 5 ® TT^T is also a Poincare line 
bundle. The normalisation X -» X7 pushes 5 down to a coherent sheaf 
whose restriction to {O} x Pic(X) we will call E. Its fibre over any point 
L is 

(2.3) E\L ~ £o/(mo * AO = ©Si^O,- 

where mo is the ideal in Oo of locally regular functions about o with divisor 
of zeroes at least o. Thus E is a rank n + 1 vector bundle. Let FFr(E) 
be the principal bundle of projective frames of E and let Grk(n*E) be the 
Grassmannian bundle of fc-planes in the fibres of 7r*E. Since the effect of 
tensoring £ by TT^T is to globally rescale each line bundle L, these projective 
bundles are independent of the choice of Poincare line bundle. 

Proposition 1. There exists a canonical injective morphism of principal 
bundles Pic(X') -+ ¥Fr(E). Consequently PFrtTr5^) and Grk(ir*E) are 
canonically trivial 
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Proof. Set Gc = PGLn+i and let H C G£ be the subgroup of diagonal 
matrices modulo scaling. Consider f,Fr{E) as a principal right Gc-bundle 
over J in the usual way. In particular, for / = [/i,... , /n] a projective frame 
and h = [diag(hj)] G H this means 

fh=[h?h,...,h-lfn). 

Also consider J7 as a principal iJ-bundle by identifying H with H0 via the 
epimorphism 

U0->H,    /^[diagftOj))], 

which has kernel UQ- We will construct a principal bundle morphism ^ : 
J' -> PJPr(£;) such that ^(/T^x) = /x(rr)/i for x G J1 and /i 6 if. By (2.3), 
for each L € Pic(X) we have a natural map L* -» Fr(E)|L which assigns 
to a local section a its restrictions (<J|OI, ... , cr|On+i). Now if / E UQ then 
fa is mapped to (ccr|Oi,... , ccr|On.fi) where c is the value / takes at every 
Oj. This induces a injection 

[x : J'\L =* L0
x/J7o - PFr^JIL ;    [a] H* [alO^... , <r|On+1] 

where square brackets denote the respective equivalence classes. This map is 
clearly il-equivariant. By globalising this we obtain an injective morphism 
of principal bundles. 

Now, 7r*Pic(X') is trivialisable by its tautological section (and a little 
thought shows this must actually be an algebraic section), whence FFr(7r*E) 
is canonically trivialisable and so are all the bundles Gr^^E). □ 

It is an easy exercise to verify that, at each point 1/ 6 Pic{Xf) with 
TI^L

7
) = L, this canonical trivialisation maps 

where Sj e L\Oj are such that 1/ is obtained from L by identifying fibres so 
that Sj is identified with si. 

For later use, let us now show that any section of either ^Fr^E) or 
Grfc(7r*E) which is lifted from a section of FFr(E) or Gr^E) produces, 
by the trivialisation, an iJ-equivariant map of J7 into Gc or Grj^n+i- To 
show this we need to examine more closely the canonical trivialisation. Let 
X : J7 —* TT* J7 be the tautological section and lift /z to /x7 : TT* J' -* PFr(7r*J5). 
Then we have a section 

r = // o x : J' -+ 1PFr(7r*E) 
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with the property r(hx) = r(x)h''1 for h 6 if, x e J'. This induces the 
canonical triviahsation 

lPFr(ir*E) -> J' x Gc ;    T(x)g ~ (x, 5). 

Lemma 1. Le£ ^ be a section of FFr(7r*E) and ip : J' -> Gc be the map 
it defines by crf(x) = T(x)ip(x). Then ipQix) = ^(x) for all h € H if and 
only if a' is the lift of a section a ofFFr(E) over J. 

Proof Suppose o7 is such a lift, then a'(hx) = cr7 for h € H. But 

</(hx) = r(hx)i/j(hx) = T(x)h''1/ip(hx) 

whence h^l^{hx) = ^(ar). Clearly the identities reverse to give us the 
converse. □ 

Notice that the lemma remains true if we replace PFr(E) by Gr^E) 
and Gc by Gr^n+i- In this case we identify Gr^E) with PjF1r(7r*£;) xGc 
Grk,n+i so that its canonical trivialisation can be written 

WFr{>K*E) xGc Grfc>n+i -> J7 x Gr^^ ;    [r(a:)p,y] ^ (x,gV) g G Gc. 

Again, square brackets denote an equivalence class. Thus a section a' of 
Grk(ir*E) defines a map ip : Jf -+ Gr^n+i by ^(x) = [r(a:),^(a:)]. 

2.1. Hermitian structure. 

So far we have not used the reality conditions on (X, A, £) at all: indeed, all 
we required were n+1 distinct points on X. The reality conditions arise be- 
cause we must view Gr^n+i and P#n+i as symmetric spaces. Each of these 
has, up to scaling, a unique group invariant metric. Because the maps we 
construct will be egwi-harmonic (i.e. harmonic with respect to any of these 
group invariant metrics) the scaling will prove irrelevant. But the construc- 
tion we are going to use, from [10], works directly with T(C) equipped with 
the inner product (1.1).' So the aim of this section is to show how this fits in 
with the fibres on TT"^ and the inner product they obtain from the projective 
trivialisation. 

First, we must restrict our attention to a particular real submanifold of 
Pic(X'). Define J^ to be the connected component of the identity of 

{L7 € J': I/-1 ^ p*L'} 
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and set 

N' = {L'(R+) : If e J'R}, 

where we recall JR^. is the divisor of those ramification points lying over 
|A| < 1. Notice that iV7 consists of bundles of degree g + n. Now for each 
£' E iV7 with C = ^(C') we have vector space isomorphisms 

(2.4) n£)^®c\oJ->{£\o1r+i 

where the first arrow is restriction to the fibres: this is bijective because (we 
recall from section 1.1) £ has no non-zero global sections vanishing at all 
the points Oj and dimr(£) = n + 1. The second arrow is the identification 
of fibres £\Oj —» £\Oi encoded in JC

7
. Indeed, this is how the canonical 

trivialisation of PTT*!? works. Notice that r(£') is one dimensional since 
it consists of all global sections of £ satisfying the n fibre identifications. 
Therefore, given £' G AT7, we can equip r(£) with another Hermitian inner 
product, unique up to positive real scaling, given by the formula 

n-hl 

where a e r(£/) is non-zero. It is this inner product which the canonical 
trivialisation of Ti^i? induces. The next lemma shows that provided we work 
with 7r*.E|JV7 the two Hermitian structures agree. 

Lemma 2. Let £' € N1 and set £ = 7r(£'). Then the two Hermitian inner 

products h and h on T(£), given by (1.1) and (2.5) respectively, agree (up 
to real scaling). 

Proof. Since £' has a non-zero global section, £' c^ Ox'(D) where D is a 
positive divisor of degree g+n. This divisor D is unique since dimr(£/) = 1. 
By definition of iV7, D+p*D—R is the divisor of a rational function / taking 
the same value at each point Oj. Indeed, we may choose / so that p*f = / 
and we may assume that / is positive over |A| = 1 ([11, lemma 2]). Let 
a e r(£/) C r(£) be a non-zero section, then a has divisor D so on r(£) 
we have 
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and /(Oi) is real and positive. D 

Prom now on we will work exclusively with the bundle E = 7r*JE
,|iV7. 

Let r : iV7 —> PFr(£,/) be its canonical projective framing and let ¥U(E') be 
the pullback of AT' x PC/n+i by the trivialisation of FFr(E/) induced by r. 
Of course, this makes r a section of FU'{E'). This is a bundle of projective 
unitary groups and induces a Hermitian symmetric space structure on each 
fibre of Grk (Ef). Prom the definition of h and the previous lemma we see that 
this structure is projectively equivalent with that induced by the fibrewise 
Hermitian metric h on E'. It follows that the inclusion J^ <-+ FU(E/) 
embeds J^ D H0 into PJ7n+i, hence J^ is a real torus of dimension g + n. 

3. Harmonic maps into Gr^n+i and PZ/n+i- 

For simplicity, set G = PC/n+i- We need to recall the characterisation of 
(equi)-harmonic maps into Grj^n+i and PC/n+i using maps into the loop 
group AG of real-analytic maps 51 —► G (cf. [3, 16]). Recall that (7r^n+1 

is isomorphic to the homogeneous space G/K where K is the fixed point 
subgroup of the involution g i-> vgv"1 determined by 

v=(Ik 0 

\0    -In+l-k 

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix. This involution induces a symmetric 
decomposition of 0, the Lie algebra of C?, into g = t + m, where 6 is the Lie 
algebra for K. Recall (from e.g. [4]) that a (based) map 

<p:R2^.G/K9    f(0) = l-K 

is harmonic iff it possesses an extended frame F^ : R2 —> AG (i.e. Fi frames 
<p) for which 

(3.1) F^dFJdz = C 1A-i + ilo, 

where ^ = x+iy, AQ takes values in 6(C(= 6®C) and ^4_i takes values in mc. 
Now let mF_ and m^ denote the subspaces of, respectively, lower triangular 
and upper triangular matrices in mc. Then a useful corollary to the above 
fact is: 

Lemma 3. Let F\ : R2 —» AG satisfy 

F^dFx/dz = A^a-i + ao 
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where CLQ takes values in 6C + m^. and a_i takes values in xvP.   Then Fi 
frames a harmonic map into Gr^ n+i. 

Proof. Define 

h 0 

where ( = y/X. One easily checks that F^ = K~
1
F(VK satisfies (3.1) and 

therefore Fi = F\ frames a harmonic map into Gr^n+i- d 

We will also need the analogous characterisation of harmonic maps ip : 
R2 —» G. Recall from [16] that ip is harmonic if and only if it possesses an 
extended frame F\ : R2 —» AG for which 

(3.2) F^dFx/dz = (1 - A-1)^ 

where A takes values in gc. 

3.1. Maps into Gr^n+i* 

As explained in the introduction, when we choose the right section of Gr(E/) 
restricted to the right directions along J7 we will obtain harmonic maps. 
These choices are made as follows. 

We assume, without loss of generality, that k < (n + l)/2. Let (X, A, C) 
be spectral data as described above and let us further insist that A has at 
least k zeroes Pi,... , Pk of order two and therefore k poles Qi,... , Qk of 
order two given by Qj = P(JPJ). Define the positive divisor Deo of degree 
n + 1 — k by 

Ax> = (A)oo-Qi-..--Qfc, 

where (A)^ is the divisor of poles of A. By earlier remarks, £(—(A)^) is non- 
special and it follows by Riemann-Roch that r(£(—JDQO)) has dimension k. 
So JDQO determines a rank k subbundle of the vector bundle E; and therefore 
a section of Grk(E,). By applying the canonical trivialisation we obtain a 
map N' -* Grjfe,n+i- For each £' 6 iV7 we have an isomorphism J'R —> AT7 

and the combination of these two maps we will define to be 
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Notice that the spectral data only determines this map up to the choice of 
£ over L. However, the group H^ D J^ acts transitively on each fibre of TT : 
Nf —> N and this action induces isometries after canonical trivialisation of 
FFr(E/), so the map ^/y is determined by the spectral data up to isometries 
of the target. 

Now we will define the real homomorphism 7 : R2k -* J# for which 
cp = rpct 07 is pluri-harmonic. Set X'0 = X' — {0} and recall (from e.g. [13]) 
that there is, for any point B € X^ an Abel map 

J!B:X'0-+J'cz T(Slx'Y/HiiX'„ Z),        P *  f 
JE 

P 

B 

with the integral considered modulo periods. About each Pj we have a local 
coordinate Q = v^A. We characterise 7 by 

(3.3) 07/0s;U=o = dApJdtj^ 

where z = (zi,... , Zk) are the standard complex coordinates on R2A\ 

Theorem 1. For each C! € Nf the map <p = ipc' 0 7 • K2fc —> Gr^^-M w 
pluri-harmonic. Moreover, (p(zm) is non-conformal for each m = 1,... , k. 

Before presenting the proof we need a few preliminary results. 

Lemma 4. The real homomorphism 7 : lR2fc —> J^ zs an immersion (except 
when 2k = g + n + 1, which can only happen for g = 0/ 

Proof. Set D = Pi + ... + Pk and notice that 7 is tangent at the identity 
to A'D : Xo -* «/', the Abel map on the symmetric product of Xf

0. It 
suffices to show that dA'D is an injection at the base point D. The fibre of 
A'D over the identity is the projective space FV where 

V = {/ 6 C(X) : (/) > -D and /(O,) = /(OO ^ 0 for every j}. 

Any f eV has degree < fc, so unless it is constant it cannot take the same 
value at the n + 1 distinct points Oj. Therefore V = C and it follows that 
dAp is injective at D. □ 

Next we must describe the image of 7 as a family of line bundles. Set 
X'A = Xf—A""1({0,00}) and for each j = 1,... A: let Uj be an open coordinate 
disc about Pj for the coordinate Q. Further, let V be a union of coordinate 
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discs about the other points at A = 0 and assume t/i,... , C4, V are mutually 
disjoint. Then 

U = {X'A,U1,... MMpM,... ,p*Uk,p*V} 

is a Leray cover for X' and any line bundle over it can be prescribed by a 
1-cocycle for the open cover U. 

Lemma 5. Let [c] : R2k —► iJ1(C?^,) be the map which gives the class of the 
1-cocycle defined by 

c(z) = (^P^JCT
1
)    °n X'A 

nUJi J = 1, • • • ,& 
c[z)     [1 onX'AnV 

and p*c(z) = c(z)  1. Then [c(z)] is the class 0/7(2). 

Proof Clearly [c(z)] is the class of a degree zero line bundle in J^. Consider, 
for each m = 1,... , fe, 

d[c]/dzm\z=o = [^    0n^n^ 
10       on every other 2-simplex from U. 

Recall (e.g. from [13]) that the Serre duality Hl(Ox') ^ T(Qxf)* identifies 
the class of this 1-cocycle with the residue map / : LJ H+ resp^^v for all 
LJ e r(Qx')' But 

re8pmtfu> = W<Km)(Pm) = (^ J^ w) 
Cm=0 

It follows that (0[c]/c?2m)(O) = (^pm/9Cm)(0) whence [c] and 7 are the 
same map. □ 

Finally, before we prove theorem 1 let us make a few crucial observations 
concerning the canonical triviahsation of Grk{Ef) over C ® 7(2). 

Any line bundle £' over X/ can be thought of as a line bundle C over X 
equipped with fibre identifications gj : C\Oj —> £|Oi, or equally, non-zero 
elements Sj E £\Oj, only fixed up to common scaling, for which gj identifies 
Sj with 5i. Prom this point of view 7(2) is the fine bundle L(z) = ^(7(2)) 
with non-zero elements Sj(z) G L(J2;)|OJ which can be determined as follows. 
The 1-cocycle c(z) equips 7(2) with trivialising sections over each open set 
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in U. Let sz be the section over X'^. it is only determined up to scaling. 
Then sz is a section of L{z) over XA and Sj{z) = sz\Oj. Notice that we may 
assume that p^J = sj1. Now for any £' 6 N\ with non-zero global section 
a (recall this is unique up to scaling) the canonical triviahsation of Grk(Ef) 
over £ ® 7(2) works as follows. Set C = n^C') and Cz = C ® L{z)^ then 

(3.4) GH(r(£z)) -+ Gr^n+i;    ei A ... A ek *-+ v 1 A ... A vk, 

where VJ 6 Cn+1 is given by 

(3.5) VJ = ((ej/ia ® ^))(Oi),... , (ej/ia ® sz))(On+1)) 

Proof of Theorem 1. The aim is to produce a map F\ : Mrk —> AG for 
which i7! frames <p and satisfies (3) for each zmj m = 1,... , k. Set £z = 
£ ® L(z) for each 2: G R2k. Let ef,... , e^+1 be a unitary frame for T(Cz) 
for which ef,... , ejj; span the A;-plane V = r(£z(—DQO)) and e|+1,... , e^+1 

span V1- = T(CZ(— ^2j=i Pj))- & straightforward calculation with the trace 
norm (see [10] lemma 6) shows that e, e7 6 r(Cz) are orthogonal whenever 
e7 ® y^Te has divisor of zeroes at least (A)o (or (AJoo), therefore these two 
spaces are orthogonal. Since any bundle over R2fc is analytically trivial we 
can choose the e| to be analytic in z. Then ef A ... A el is the section of 
Grk{Ef) (pulled back to R2fc) which produces ?/>£/. 

Now let /f,... , /*+1 be the dual basis for r(£z)*, and define the matrix 
F\{z) to have entries 

(3.6) Fxizh^f?^1. 

To make sense of this, let B denote the ring C[A, A"1] and think of the e| as 
generators of the B-module Mz = T(XA, CZ)- This is free of rank n+1 since 
\*CZ is a trivial rank n + 1 bundle over P1. We think of /? as generators 
for the dual module so that the entries of F\{z) are elements of B. By the 
reality conditions FA : K2fc —> [7n+i for |A| = 1. I claim that the projective 
frame [i7!^)] frames (p{z)^ after possibly an isometry of Gr^n+i- To see this 
notice that the only difference between (3.6) at A = 1 and (3.5) is that the 
former identifies ©JC|0J with Cn+1 using the dual basis {/?} while the latter 
does this using the fibre elements {cr\Oj}. Either identification respects the 
Hermitian structure (up to scaling), hence the difference between them is a 
projective unitary transformation. 

Now observe that 

(3.7) (F^dFx/dz^ij = sjfdie^/dzm. 
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If ez G r(£z(—D)) is any smooth family of sections, for some divisor D, 
define 

(3.8) V2me* = aidiefs-iydzn. 

Let TT^JF be .B-linear projection onto V1- ® B with kernel V <8> B. Then FA 

will satisfy the conditions of lemma 3 for each z = zm, m = 1,... , fc, if 

(3.9) <*<*...)€ {j^y    ta.ev^.^t-Eii)). 

To see that this holds we recall from [10, lemma 7] that, whenever e € 
r(£z(-D)) for some divisor D, then V2me G r(£z(Pm - Z))). So for e G V 

V^e G r(Z:2(Pm - Poo)) = C(A-1eo, ei,... , e*) 

where eo G T^"1 has divisor of zeros (A)o — Pm (which is positive since Pm 

is a ramification point of A). Therefore 7ry(V2me) = A~'1eo. On the other 
hand, for e G V1- we have 

V2rae € r(£z(- J2 Pf)) C T(CZ). 

Therefore (3.9) holds, so by lemma 3 cp is harmonic is each variable zm. 
To see that <p(zm) is non-conformal we will show that the map 

Am = TryV^V^ : V -> V 

has nowhere vanishing trace. This shows that (d(p/dzm, d<p/dzm)c vanishes 
nowhere, where this is the (0,2)-component of the complexification of the 
metric induced on R2 by (p. First observe that V^V C r(£z(Qm - I?oo)) 
so that we have 

(3.10) V = ker(7r^VO©C((jg) 

where CTQ generates T(Cz(—Qm)) and Qm is the positive degree n divisor 
(A)oo — Qm- Now observe that 

Vsm<7o€^©C(cri) 

where <JI generates r(£2(-Z)m - Y^Pj)) c ^ ^d -Dm is a degree k — 1 
positive divisor Doo — Qm since Qm is a ramification point of A. Therefore 
we can write 
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where a depends only on z. Next, observe that 

(3.11) V2-maf E T(Cz{Qm - An -^P^)) = VL 0 C(A^}. 

It can be shown, by a computation almost identical to the one in [10, pp. 
849-850], that 

^vVj^af = a^Aao. 

Finally, when we pass from V ® B to V (by evaluation at A = 1) we see, 
by choosing a basis for V compatible with the splitting in (3.10), that the 
trace of Am : V —» V is 1. D 

Remarks.       1. In fact similar methods can be used to show that 

I^Try V^VsJ = 0 for Z ^ m, 

and therefore if we restrict ip to the 2-plane with tangent ^ am9/52:m 

then y? is non-conformal provided ^ am 7^ 0. 

2. What happens if Pm has ramification index greater than 1? In that 
case the divisor Dm — Qm in (3.11) is positive, so that (3.11) becomes 
^zmCf C V1. Hence Tr(7rvVzm7r^Vjm) = 0 i.e. ^(^m) is a minimal 
surface (i.e. conformal harmonic). If every Pi,... , Pk has this property 
then tp is minimal when restricted to any 2-plane. Indeed, we can raise 
the isotropy order (in the sense of [17]) of ^(zm) further by increasing 
the ramification index of Pm, in the same way we see this in [10, Thm. 
4, p. 847]. 

3.2. Maps into WUn+i. 

In this case for the spectral data (X, A) we do not assume that A has any 
double zeroes. Indeed, for simplicity we will assume that A only has simple 
zeroes Pi,... ,Pn+i with corresponding poles Qj = P(P;). But the singu- 
larisation X' we will use is not the same as in the previous section. We 
want Xf to have two singular points O and S, corresponding to two divisors: 
o = Oi + ... + On+i, the divisor of zeroes of A — 1, and s = Si + ... + 5n+i, 
the divisor of zeroes of A +1. Each divisor provides us with a singularisation 
of X: call them X0 and Xs respectively. Then X1 is a further singularisation 
of each of these. It follows that we have a commuting diagram of generalised 
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Jacobi varieties: 

J7 

/ \ 
Jo 1^ Js 

7r0 \ / TTs 

J 

Both 7r*£ and 7r*E are projectively trivial. Let us denote by TQ and TS the 
two sections of PFr(7r*i<?) obtained by pulling back, respectively, the canon- 
ical sections of P.Fr(7r*£) and PFrtTr*^. If we now restrict our attention 
to E1 = TT^IA/

7
 then TQ and rs are sections of ^U{E'). It follows that we 

have a change of frame map 

* : N' -* PC/n+i,    TO = *TS. 

For each £' € iV7 we define ^£/ by precomposing \I> with the isomorphism 
J^ c^ AT' which identifies the identity in J^ with £'. 

Since each zero Pj of A is assumed to be simple we can use A as a local 
coordinate (which we name £?) about each Pj. Define 7 : R2n -> J^ to 
be the unique homomorphism satisfying (3.3) for j = 1,... , n. Then 7 is 
an immersion by lemma 4 (adapted to the case where X' has two singular 
points). 

Theorem 2. For each £ e Nk\ the map y? = *£/ o 7 : R2n -^ FUn+i is 
pluri-harmonic. Moreover, (p(zm) is non-conformal for m = 1,... ,n. 

Proo/. The proof is much the same as the proof of theorem 1. Let L : R2n -* 
J be defined by L = TT O 7, set £ = TT^') and define £2 = C ® L(JZ). Let 
{ef} be a unitary basis for r(£z) and take {//} C r(£2)* to be the dual 
basis. As earlier, L(z) admits a trivialising section sz over X — A~1({0,00}) 
with the properties: (i) szexp(^A"'1) is non-vanishing and holomorphic 
about Pj while szexp(—ZjX) is holomorphic and non-vanishing about Qj, 
(ii) pZs^ = sj1. As before we introduce the matrix F\(z) with entries 

Fxizh = Uie^1). 

I claim that: (a) after possibly an isometry, (p is framed in P?7n+i by 
[F-ijFf *], where the square brackets denote the class in PC/n+i; (b) [FA-Pf1] 
is an extended frame for a pluri-harmonic map of R2n into PC/n+i- 
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For (a), let [F\] denote the map into PC/n+i at each |A| = 1 and let [ez] 
denote the projective frame determined by the e|. By the same reasoning 
as in the proof of the previous theorem, there exist a, b € P#n+i for which 

N = 7»(7(*))4Pi(*)] = TsWMF-iW] 

for all z, so that ^07 = fcfF-ijFija"1.  Since the metric on PZ/n+i is bi- 
invariant [F^iF^1] differs from <p by an isometry. 

For (b), we compute, for each m = 1,... , n, 

F^dFx/dzm = {<$>) ;    a™ = /fV^eJ 

(cf. (3.7) and (3.8)). A computation similar to the one earlier shows that 

(3.12) V^ee, 
r(£2) for e € r(£z(-Pm)); 
A-1r(>C2) © r(£z)   otherwise. 

It follows that i^ ldF\/dzm has linear dependence on A 1. So if we define 
.PA = FxF{1 then 

^-# = (l-A-1)i. 

for some matrix function Am independent of A, whence the map is harmonic. 
Now we will check that ^(^m) is non-conformal.   Notice that means 

checking that 

(dip/dz^dy/dznf = TV(4J 

is not identically zero. First, let us note that if we write 

F^ldFx/dzm = X^Am + Bm 

then a simple calculation shows that Am = AdFi(—2Am) so that Tr^^J = 
Tt^^). Now fix the basis {e|} so that e| € V = T(Cz(-Pm)) for j ^ m 

and 4n generates V1- = r(Cz(-Qm)), where Qm is the positive divisor 
(A)oo - Qm- Notice from (3.12) that V2mV C T{CZ). This means that, 
in this basis, all the columns of Am except possibly the m-th are zero. 
Therefore, Tr(^) = A^mm, where Am,mm is the m-th entry of the m-th 
column. To compute this, we first notice that 

VZme^ € r(£2(Pm - Qm)) = C<A-V, ez
m). 
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where ez generates r(£^(—Pm)) with Pm = (A)o — Pm- But 

(3.13) r(£z(-Pm)) ^ 7 

so that fm(eZ) ¥" 0? therefore -Am,mm j^ 0 whence ^(2:m) is non-conformal. 
□ 
Remark- One knows from [3] that all non-conformal tori in Pt/2 are of 
semisimple finite type and I claim the construction above will give them all. 
But in general it is not clear to what extent the maps of semisimple finite 
type account for the harmonic tori. As with the case of maps into Gr^n+i, 
we can increase the isotropy order of <p(zm) by increasing the ramification 
index of Pm. In particular, ^(^m) is minimal whenever Pm is a ramifi- 
cation point. For in that case Pm has support at Pm so (3.13) becomes 
r(Cz(-Pm)) CV = ker/^, whence Am,mm = 0. 

3.3. Equivariant maps. 

For any subgroup S c IR2A; we will say a map <p : R2k —* Gr^n+i is S- 
equivariant if there exists a homomorphism h : S —» Pl7n+i for which <p(z + 
s) = h(s)<p(z) for all z 6 R2k and s € 5. 

Proposition 2. Let tp = r/; o 7 : R2fc —^ J^ —* Gr^n+i be given by theorem 
1 and let S C R2k be the subgroup covering 7(R2fc) fl H0.   Then cp is 5- 

Proo/. This follows at once from lemma 1. From the proof of theorem 1 
we know that ^ is derived by canonical trivialisation of a section of Grk(E) 
lifted to Grk(E'). By lemma 1 and the definition of 5, ^(^+5) = 7(5)^(7(2)) 
for z e M2fc and s e 5, where we have assumed the identification of H0 with 
HcWn+1. D 

Clearly the same result holds for the maps ip : R2n —► ¥Un+i constructed 
by theorem 2, where now we have a homomorphism S —> Isom(PC/n+i) ~ 
Pt/n+i x P^n+i- We will say the map ip is totally equivariant if it has 
maximal equivariance group (R2fc or R2n as appropriate). 

Corollary 1. // the spectral curve X for cp has genus g < 2k (resp. 
g < 2n) then <p is an M?k~9-equivariant map into Gr^n+i (resp. an R2n""^- 
equivariant map into 1PUn+i). In particular, when X is the Riemann sphere 
the map is totally equivariant 
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Proof. The kernel of d!(7r o 7) has dimension 2k — g (resp. 2n — g). □ 

4. The 0-line bundle and algebraic maps. 

The aim of this section is to show that the maps produced from the canonical 
trivialisation can be written down using sections of the pullback of the 0-line 
bundle to Jf. We then look at the possibility that the <p is algebraic (which 
happens precisely when 7 is algebraic). It turns out, at least for maps into 
CPn, that this forces tp to be doubly periodic and therefore give harmonic 
2-tori. 

4.1. The pullback of the 0-line bundle to J7. 

Let T denote the 0-line bundle over J. It has, up to scaling, a unique global 
section 0 which we will also think of as the classical Riemann 0-fiinction over 
C9 i.e. we will assume we have made all the appropriate identifications so 
that J ~ OVA where A ~ #i(X, Z). We want to describe r(7r*T) explicitly. 
General theory (see e.g. [6, p. 128]) tells us that the space r(7r*T) of globally 
algebraic sections should be isomorphic to the coordinate ring of any fibre 
of TT : J' —► J as a vector space. We will actually compute a spanning set of 
sections for r(7r*T). 

First, notice that we can describe J' as a fibre product over J: 

J'~ Ji Xj... xj Jn, 

where Jk is the generalised Jacobian for the modulus Oi +OA;+I- Each Jk is a 
Cx -bundle over J once we have fixed an isomorphism of Hk — Jk/J with Cx. 
We fix this so that for any L € J the group Cx acts on B.om(L\Ok+u L\Oi) 
by multiplication. Every Cx -bundle is characterised by its pullback to X 
via the Abel map A : X —> J and with this choice «/& is characterised by 
A*Jk = 4(01 - Ofc+i) (cf. [13, VII no. 9]). For each k let 7rk : J' -> Jk 

denote the natural fibration. To describe r(7r*T) we need to introduce 
tk : J —► J, the translation by A(Oi — Ofc+i)? and Sfc, the tautological section 
of TT* Jk -+ J7. We will denote by t™ the m-th iterate of the translation tk 
(i.e. translation by A(mOi — mOfc+i)). 

Proposition 3. There is a vector space isomorphism between C^i,^1] ® 
... ® C[xn, x"1] and r(7r*T) given by 

(4.1) z*1... at - 0ku... ,kn = a?1 ® ... ® 4n ® TT*^*1 ... t-^)*0. 
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Proof. First we must establish that every 0*1,... ,kn belongs to r(7r*T). To sim- 

plify notation, define f = ]Cj=i ^(^i^i+i "" kjOi), then 1$ = tjf^1... t~fcn. 
Let us show that 

(4.2) t*(r~T® Jf1®...® J*% 

where, with a slight abuse of notation, we are thinking of each Jm —> J as 
the associated line bundle to the Cx -bundle. Since the pullback by the Abel 
map induces an isomorphism Hl(X, 0%) ~ JH'

1
(J, Oj) it suffices to show 

that A^itTT) = A*T ® f, where we use £ here to denote the line bundle 
over X for the point £ € J. But this follows immediately from Riemann's 
vanishing theorem. 

Now if we pull back (4.2) to J7 and use the fact that Sk trivialises TT* J^ 
we see that TTHVT C± T and tensoring by s^ ®... ® s!^n identifies TTH^O with 

To prove that these span r(7r*T) we take the point of view that each 
section is a holomorphic function on the universal cover C9+n of J7 satisfying 
certain functional equations. To identify J' with C9+n/A', where A7 ~ 
H1(X/ — {0},Z), we augment the standard first homology basis {aj,bj : 
j = 1,... ,g} of X with a positively oriented cycle ag+j enclosing a small 
disc about each O^+i, j = 1,... , n. Then {j>a. : j = 1,... , g + n} is a basis 

for r(nx/)*- ^ function / : C9*" -* C corresponds to a section of 7r*T if 
and only if 

(4.3) (f/**0)(Z + A) = {f/<ir*e){Z), for all A G A', Z € C^+n. 

It is easy to compute that 

0*i,...,*n(2i5--- 5^+n) 

= exp   27r2 ^ kjZg+j \olz + J2 fc^(Oi+1 - Oi) 

where Z = (zi,... , z^) and the projection C9+n —> Cs covering J7 —> J has 
fibre coordinates ^p+i,... , ^p+n- A straightforward but tedious Fourier de- 
composition argument shows that all holomorphic functions f(Z) satisfying 
(4.3) must be a linear combination of the functions above (cf. the proof that 
the classical 0-function spans r(T) in e.g. [5]). □ 

We want to use this to produce a more explicit expression for the maps 
ipc' ' N' -+ Gr^n+i which appear in theorem 1. To this end, fix £7 € AT7 
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and set £ = 7r(£). Let us begin by considering, for U e JR and L = ^(Z/), 
the maps 

pr(£®i:)->cpn, 
ei » [(eL/(<T ® sL))(Oi),... , (eL/(a ® 5jL))(On+1)] 

derived from the canonical trivialisation (cf. equation (3.5)). Recall that in 
this expression a generates T(Cf) and SL is a triviahsing section for £' ® L7 

over X—A""1({0, oo}). We are only interested in the case where ei generates 
T(£(—D) ® L) for some positive divisor D of degree n. In that case there 
is a positive divisor D of degree g such that C{—D) ~ Ox(D). Let TJJ be 
the translate of T for which A* To ~ Ox{D), then the previous proposition 
holds equally well for 7b with Q(Z) replaced by the appropriate translate 
6{Z + KQ). By (4.1) the monomials l,rci,... , xn have images in r(7r*Tb) 
which we will simply call 6o{Z + KD), 6I(Z + KQ), ... , 8n(Z + KQ) (here we 
lift KJD G C^ up to Cg+n using the first g coordinates of the latter). 

Proposition 4. For ei 6 T(C(—D) ® L) as described above the map (A'A) 
can also be written 

(4.5) ei»-» [CO6Q{Z + /cu),... , Crfi^Z + KD)] 

where Cp+n —* J' —* J maps Z H-> X and CQ, ci,... , cn are constants which 
depend only on £J and D. 

Proof. Fix the base point for .4 : X —► J to be Oi. Then ex, can be identified 
with .4*0(Z + Kp) and so e^JOfc is identified with 

0{A(pk) + Z + KD) = tj;u0(z + «£>), 

since 4(0^) = ^(OA; - OI) with this choice of base point. Now we observe 
that we have the tautological sections 

sk : f -+ 7r*Jk,    l! -+ {p,sL\Ox ® s£\Ok). 

It follows that 

[(CL ® ^Z1)^!,. • . , (e/; ® ^lOn+i] = [0o(£ + ^D), • • • , ^(^ + /62>)]. 

We obtain (4.5) by observing that the additional information cr|Oi, ..., 
cr|0n+i is independent of I! and only contributes constants co,... , Cn-    □ 
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Let us apply this to write down the formula for the map </? : R2k —► 
Gr^n+i with spectral data (X, A, £). For simplicity set z = (zi,... , Zk) and, 
for j = 1,... , k let Uj € C9+n be the tangent vector d^{d/dzj) at 2 = 0. 
Let us simplify notation by setting U • z = ]Cj=i f^^- this maps C^ into 
Cp+n. The space r(£(—Doo)) is spanned by non-zero sections vi,... , v* for 
which Vj has divisor of zeroes Qj = (A)00 — Qj- these will not be orthogonal. 
In the linear equivalence class for C{—Qj)) there is a unique positive divisor 
Df let Kj € Cp be such that 6{ApQ{P) + Kj) has divisor of zeroes Dj. Then 

¥>(*) = vi(^) A... AI;A.(2?) 

where 

Vj(z) = (COJ6O(U - Z + tJ 'Z + Kj), . . . , CnjO^U - Z + U 'Z + Kj)). 

The constants Qj can be computed using ^-functions but the formula is not 
elementary. 

4.2. Algebraic harmonic tori. 

From the results above (see also [11]) it is clear that we can obtain harmonic 
tori whenever the map 7 : R2k —> J'R has two independent periods. In 
general this is a difficult condition to study, since the image of 7 need not 
be algebraic and in general we must solve some transcendental equations in 
the moduli of (X, A). Here we examine what happens when the image of 7 
is algebraic. For simplicity we will work with the case of maps into CPn. We 
will say a map cp : R2 —► CPn is algebraic if the image of the complexification 
of 7 is an algebraic subgroup of J7. We can describe this complex group 
homomorphism 7(C, as follows. Recall that to construct maps into CP71 with 
spectral data (X, A) we first single out a zero Pi of A (of at least degree 
two) and the corresponding pole Qi = p*Pi. Let A'P1,AQ1 : X' -> J* be 
the (rational) Abel maps for these base points. Then 7C : C2 —» J' is the 
unique homomorphism of complex groups with the property that 

(57c/az)(o,o) = {dMPjdO{Pi);   (^c/^)(o,o) = (a^/ftMQi), 

for coordinates (2, w) on C2 and local parameters £ = \/A about Pi and 
77 = VA-1 about Qi. We may choose these square roots so that p*C = —T?

-1
. 

It follows that 7C(2, z) is the real homomorphism 7(2). We will denote the 
image of 7C by M C J' and let MR be the image of 7 (which is the connected 
component of the identity of M n J^).  One knows from [11, p. 520] that 
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M is two dimensional unless X is the Riemann sphere and A has degree two 
(for that is the only case for which dim J7 < 2). 

Proposition 5. If M C J' is an algebraic subgroup then it must be one of 
three types: 

(A) M^CxxCx. In this case X is the Riemann sphere and the harmonic 
map cp : MR —> P72 is S1 x S1-equivariant. 

(B) M is a Cx -extension of an elliptic curve. In this case X is hyperelliptic 
and the map ip is S1 -equivariant 

(C) M is compact i.e. an abelian surface. 

In each case MR is a real two torus. 

Proof Set S = MnH0 and let S be its connected component of the identity. 
Since M is algebraic S is a product of Cx,s and 5/5 is a finite group. We 
know immediately from proposition 2 that the map <p : MR —» Pn must be 
equivariant for the real group 5 n MR. NOW set A = M/5, then we have 
exact sequences 

1-*S-+M^A-+1,    l-+S/S^A-> 7r(M) -> 1. 

Notice that 7r(M) C J must be an abelian variety, possibly trivial, and 
therefore so is A. Now we have only three possibihties for the dimension of 
5: 

(A) dim 5 = 2. It follows that M = 5 (since M is connected) whence 
M ~ Cx x Cx, so (p is 51 x 51 equivariant. But this means 7r(M) = 1. 
Now we observe that M is tangent to Arpl+Ql (X'W) C J' (where X'W 
denotes the symmetric product) and one knows that dir o dA! = dA. It 
follows that 7r(M) is tangent to AR^Q^X^) C J. Therefore to have 
7r(M) = 1 it must be that J is the trivial group i.e. X is the Riemann 
sphere. 

(B) dim 5 = 1. It follows that dim A = 1 i.e. it is an elliptic curve so M is 
a Cx-extension and y is 51 equivariant. We also have dim7r(M) = 1. 
But one easily sees, by identifying T(£lxY with the tangent space to 
J at the identity, that the image of dAp1jrQ1 is the annihilator of 
T{Slx{—Pi — Qi), so this must have codimension one in r(£2x)- It 
follows that Pi + Qi is the divisor of zeroes of a rational function on 
X (see e.g. [6, p. 341]) i.e. X is hyperelliptic. 
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(C) dim S = 0.   In this case M equals A and is therefore isogenous to 
7r(M), hence M is an abelian surface. 

In each case 5 n J'R and A n J'R are real tori, therefore MR is a real 
2-torus. □ 

Remarks. The algebraic tori are a very special class, for in this case the 
^-functions which occur in (4.5) will reduce to ^-functions for the generalised 
abelian variety M. In case (A) M is the generalised Jacobian of a rational 
curve with two nodes, while in case (B) M is the generalised Jacobian of 
an elliptic curve with one node (but note that in case (C) M need not be 
the Jacobi variety of any curve). However, the case of totally equivariant 
minimal tori in CPn (i.e. case (A) for conformal maps) has already been 
treated by Jensen-Liao [8] using a parameterisation due to Kenmotsu [9]. 
I don't believe that the spectral curve approach adds much to this. One 
knows from [10] that a harmonic map (p : R2 —> CPn is totally equivariant if 
and only if its spectral curve is the Riemann sphere and since Jf is a product 
of Cx,s it follows that <p is algebraic if and only if it is a two torus. One 
can write down fairly explicitly the conditions which guarantee that M is 
algebraic. They amount to a system of linear equations, parameterised by 
the moduli of the pair (X, A), which must have rational solutions (the reader 
interested in seeing a description of the moduli space (X, A) in this case is 
referred to [14]). 

The other two cases are more interesting but more enigmatic. Indeed, 
the only examples I am currently aware of are the maps T2 —* CP1 with 
elliptic spectral curve: these are all Gauss maps of the Delaunay surfaces 
of constant mean curvature in Euclidean 3-space. Here dim J' = 2 so the 
algebraic condition is automatically satisfied. 
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